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MRA(Vic) 2011 Annual General Meeting
Friday, March 18th.
7pm Galway Arms Bistro, Keilor Hotel
670 Old Calder Highway, Keilor VIC 3036
The Future of the MRA(Vic) will be decided by membership vote.

Protecting and
Promoting Rider’s
Rights
In attempting to further
the aims of the
association, MRAVic
representatives
participate on various
state and federal
committees including
the following;
VicRoads Road Safety
Reference Group,
Victorian Motorcycle
Advisory Council
(VMAC), Australian
Motorcycle Council
(AMC), Standards
Australia (Helmet
Standards),
Motorcycle Safety
Consultative
Committee (ATSB),

The motion for a special resolution to be put to the members at the 2011 AGM on March 18th.
The MRA(Vic) is to be formally wound up and all assets including intellectual property be
packaged and transferred to the Victorian Motorcycle Council to carry on protecting and
promoting rider’s rights.

Various Road Safe
groups

Turn to page 8 to find out more.
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Membership Secretary Report
Our AGM is scheduled for March 18th at which point I will be pulling the pin as
membership secretary having been at it for some two and a half years or so now
and I think it’s time to move onwards and let someone else take the reins.

UNITED TOURERS
Presents the 2011
Winter Rally
9th & 10th of July, 2011
The Winter Rally is
held approx. 4 Ks
south of Nerriga, on
the Nowra Braidwood Road.
Refreshments and
food available.
The Rally is held on
50 acres of land with
plenty of camping &
firewood, with a Huge
bonfire on Saturday
night.
There will be a
Gymkhana held at
about 3.00 p.m. on
the Saturday
afternoon, with
trophy's presented on
Sunday at 8.00 a.m.
Entry fee is $20.00 or
$15.00 prepaid.
Cars carrying downed
motorcyclists are
welcome, but will not
be permitted into the
camping area.
UNITED TOURERS
P.O. Box 800,
Campbelltown 2560
Phone: Leon
0409814547
dbaker55@tpg.com.au
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I am in the process of moving to Kilmore and hence am probably a little too
removed to be involved in the day to day running of the MRA Vic.
A lot has happened in my tenure as membership secretary, we have seen fees
reduced to $25 a year and now all memberships fall due on the one day making
the process of sending renewals out a big task still, but a task only having to be
done once a year rather than the monthly chore it used to be.
The MRA now has professionally printed brochures in many bike shops
scattered across Melbourne and indeed some in Bendigo I believe, that being
said, it would be nice to get a larger number out still, so if you want to put a stand
in a shop somewhere, let me know either by phone 0411 183 258 or email
membershipsecretary@mravic.org.au the more we get out in the community the
more members we have and the stronger our voice is come lobbying time.
Apart from the changes to the membership structure as outlined above, the MRA
itself has made progress towards trying to establish better relationships with the
various government authorities, TAC, Vic Police etc to the point where we had
quite regular meetings with both Tim Pallas (Minister for Roads) and Ken Lay
(Head traffic cop) amongst others.
Unfortunately for us, with the change of government also comes a change in
ministers so that puts us a little behind the 8 ball now as Ken Lay has had a
position change also and has been replaced by Kieran Walshe. The MRA(Vic)
will be making efforts to re-establish those meetings again with the new people
in the job with the first meeting with Mr. Walshe already held.
I have enjoyed my time in the MRA Vic and indeed won’t be out of the picture
entirely by any means, just taking a back seat and letting someone else take a
turn at the job.
I never did finish that position description I was working on, that being said,
perhaps I’ll manage to knock it over by the time the AGM rolls around. I am of
course more than happy to sit down with the new membership secretary
whoever he/she may be and guide them through the process.
Regards
Mick Doedee
Membership Secretary.

President’s Report
Hi Members, Associates and Guests.
Well, what a year it’s been! I can now hang
and pack the Santa suit away for another
year, it was a very busy (yet Great
Christmas) but I did leave behind a few nice
cookies and glasses of milk and some cans
of VB. Santa “don’t drink and sleigh”.
(Some already know my old line...)
On a more serious note, 2010 was a very trying and challenging time for me with
having to also coordinate the MRAV 2010 Melbourne Toyrun at the Docklands
with limited time and resources. I wish to state here and now, Mick Doedee’s
assistance and patience needs to be mentioned in my President’s report (thanks
Mick well done mate)! Grant Delahoy helped out also. Thank you again, but
without the TOTAL commitment from your MRAV Toyrun Committee with dealing
with the City of Melbourne and the challenging Docklands Chamber of Commerce
team, this event was in jeopardy of actually happening at all!
Some of you are wondering why did we go to the Docklands? Well putting it in
simple terms, the Williamstown venue (Sea-works) wasn’t available to us in the
end and the Docklands venue was offered by the DCC=(Docklands Chamber of
Commerce). It was a tight Toyrun destination with the Harbour Esplanade
road/works and the limited area for the entertainment and traders but this entire
area was changed from the Docklands Central Pier to the Docklands Harbour
Esplanade less than 1 week before the Toyrun! This meant 6 weeks of my full
time work lost in one meeting! I have been involved with many event management
organizations before (as many of you well know) but this venue change and
extreme time restraint by the City of Melbourne was completely ridiculous.

Motorcycle Blessing
Mass
This annual Mass, with a
difference, will be held on
Sunday, March 20 at
10:30am At St Augustine’s
Catholic Church, Church St
Kyabram, Vic
The parish priest Fr Michael
Morley is excited at the
innovative approach to the
ceremony and with the
success of the Mass the
past three years.
“The Motorcycle Mass is
designed to bring people
from the community
together, to enhance road
safety initiatives and to
make people aware that
there are more motorcyclists
on the road than ever
before,” Fr Morley said.
During the Mass a blessing
of all motorcycles and
motorcyclists will take place.
Fr Morley, who is a keen
motorcyclist himself,
encourages all those
associated with motorcycles
to become involved in the
Mass.
“It’s a great way for
individuals with like interests
to come together and
celebrate their sport.
“We encourage
motorcyclists and parishes
around the diocese to
attend,” he added.
A gold coin donation is
being asked for a barbecue
that will follow the Mass.
Tea, coffee and water will
be supplied.

For further enquiries,
please contact
organisers, Kathy Gill on
0427671350,
kgill1876@yahoo.com
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Norton Commandos
found

A "brand new" 1975 Norton

Emergency meeting after another were called at the drop of a hat, but with a
clear positive attitude to get the Event Management Plan together we got the
event (The Melbourne MRAV 2010 Toyrun) happening with a motorcycle stunt
rider on the Docklands Esplanade right opposite channel 7 headquarters! Where
in the world could mere motorcyclists go on a BIG charity ride Toyrun, to a
MAJOR city and see a stunt rider doing professional burnouts with drifts, clever
and talented bike stunts right in the heart of a huge city with a rock band playing
in the background? Think about that for just a minute, then we will get back to
business.
Hundreds of unpaid hours go
into organizing a (Back to the
city) structure for the MRAV
2010 Melbourne Toyrun. I
hope you all enjoyed the
atmosphere! I know I did!

Commando Interstate still in its
crate, one of 11 found recently in
Belgium.
Here’s something you don’t come
across every day: 11 brand new
1975 electric-start Norton

There are so many people to
thank, of course our
MRA(Vic) Sponsors, two of
which clearly stand out.
Grace Placencio and QBE
Motorcycle Insurance.

Interstate motorcycles, still in the
crate and awaiting final assembly!
The horde of Nortons came to
light recently following the death of
the owner of Motoshop Podevyn
in Aalst, Belgium. Incredibly, the
bikes are just a small part of an
even larger collection.
From what we’ve been able to
learn, the owner of Motoshop
Podevyn had quite a reputation for
collecting bikes and parts, but he
also collected quite a reputation
for being difficult to deal with,
many former customers saying he
rarely let go of parts or complete
bikes from the huge collection he
amassed over the years.

Without these two major sponsors the event wouldn’t have been a big success.
The pouring rain made things wet and miserable; QBE Insurance also sponsored
the shelter area in front of the stage for the rock bands. After the rain cleared
Lukey Luke performed another very entertaining show. What a consummate
professional and really great bloke. Yes it rained. And rain hard it did! Except for
the rain this event would have been a huge record breaking event! Such is our
luck...
The crowds came out before the rains and it was awesome to see the large
numbers of motorcycles roll in and enjoy the festivities. Thanks for all that came
along, who knows if we can go back to the Docklands next year as it was a
logistical nightmare, but with more input from the COM anything can happen?
We’ll work on it together.
Thanks also to the Volunteers from the rangers and rovers scout groups, and the
MRA(Vic) Marshals and special vote of appreciation for the ride leaders. Also
thanks to the police escort from Cranbourne and the Police officers at the
intersection on the Docklands Esplanade, our destination end point of the 2010
MRAV Toyrun.
The generous and much valued MRA(Vic) 2010 Toyrun Sponsors;

Here are the other 10 Nortons, still
in their original, unopened packing
crates.
Continued Page 5
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Grace Placencio Lawyers & solicitors
QBE Motorcycle Insurance.
Lukey Luke stunt Rider.
Andy Strapz Motorcycle Accessories.
Girl Rider Motorcycle Apparel.
Biketrader.com.au “Motorcycle Sales website”
Calvary Of One. “Motorcycle Charity awareness”
Bike Mart (Ringwood) “Motorcycle Accessories”
Rotary Club Of Australia (Altona) “Sausage sizzle”
Relen’s Mini Donuts “food Stall”
Espresso Mobile Western “Coffee Van”
Harts Party hire “Marquees and Stage”

Site Safe Container Hire. “Container use”
Bill Kerry’s Crane Trucks “Container Transport”
Code1 Police Rock band “1st Rock band”
Zebra 7 Rock band “ 2nd Rock Band”
Joe Sirianni “power supply for bands”
Cut and Fill “Traffic Bollards use and Traffic Management”
RSEA Pty Ltd (Laverton) “Crowd Control Barriers”
St John’s Ambulance Services.
Victoria Police “Melbourne Events Team”
“Craig (Huggy) Huggins” Gold 104.3 Radio Station, Announcing and Broadcasting
this MRAV 2010 Toyrun Event free of costs.
Draggin Jeans
A big thanks to the Salvation Army “Trucks to take toys and food parcels”. Sorry if I
have missed anybody but coordinating this event was a huge task that took most of
my time in between my usual professional Santa promotions and Motorcycle
Funerals. Being your MRAV President took a back seat for the last month before
Christmas but we managed to get ALL things done along with the Australian
Motorcycle Expo. We had a good stand and thanks to ALL that helped out.
Our MRAV float in the Myers Christmas parade was held in great respect. Each
and every year since the Myer Parade came back to town 4 years ago, we are one
of the first groups to be invited and we should hold our heads high with pride for our
involvement. Thanks to all that attended and rode in the parade with me! Talking
about pride and holding one’s head high, it has been a privilege to be the President
of the MRAV for 2010, but I will stand down and move aside this year at our AGM
on the 18th March.
We’re looking to force a change in the future of the lobbying effort. The MRAV
Committee have had to look realistically at how effective the MRA(Vic) has become
and ask the question “is this in the best interests of riders in Victoria”? For many
reasons we cannot rid the MRA(Vic) of the negative vibes and baggage from the
past. We have tried to move on and rebirth the MRAV brand as a new kid on the
block, but cretins from the past keep popping up in conversations with Government
authorities, potential sponsors, and riders etc, etc. For all the good work a small
crew of hard workers make with great effort, it gets spoiled by the actions of a few.
(What a shame!) The MRAV mailbox should be full of membership applications with
passion to continue our vision for better laws and conditions for Motorcyclists.
Instead it gets filled with historically insignificant rubbish aimed at dragging us down
and forcing us to look inwards rather than fighting the real battles. So it’s time to
move forward just like Julia Gillard says! Talk soon and I sincerely request each
and every member to come to the 2011 AGM to vote on which direction the MRAV
Association is to take, because it has come to a crossroad.
I wish we have a better year with the road toll, 48 Motorcycle deaths is far too many
in 2010, please slow down and remember “Never Ride Faster Than Your Angle
Can fly”.
Regards,
Kerry Walton
MRA(Vic) President 2010

Lukey Luke and yours truly!

Regardless, collect he did,
and we can tell you from
looking over the auction bill
that this is going to be an
amazing auction, with almost
400 lots being offered.
In addition to the 11 Nortons
there’s also an ex-Peter
Williams Norton-powered
space frame racer, a Rotaxpowered 1989 Matchless G80
still in its crate, numerous
standard and customized
Nortons, a Triumph T160,
Bonnevilles, piles and piles of
wheels and seats, and racks
of used and new-old-stock
gas tanks.

Also discovered was this
never-assembled 1989 Rotaxpowered Matchless G80.

Check out Motorcycle
Rides
Find hundreds of motorbike
rides, bike events and
related businesses from all
over Australia.
www.motorcyclerides.com.au

They’ve just finished
building an iPhone app
called MotoRides.
MotoRides is essentially a
motorbike ride directory,
detailing the great places
to ride a motorbike in
Australia, including rides
"nearby" and point-of-view
ride videos of some
favourite rides.
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Ferrari smash
changed victim's life

It’s the Vibe … the MRAV at the
Australian Motorcycle Expo
In the last weekend of November, 2010, there was no doubt that the AME was in
town, with row upon row of parked motorcycles fringing the Melbourne Exhibition
Centre.

ANDREW Hosemans can't
help but weigh his two-week
coma against the $6000 fine
slapped on the driver who
nearly killed him. The driver of
the Ferrari that struck Mr
Hosemans and a friend as
they rode motorbikes along
the Great Ocean Road last
October, walked from a
Geelong court with his licence
intact on Tuesday, the
Geelong Advertiser said.
Carlo Vaccari, 64, was
convicted of careless driving
and ordered to pay $3000
each to two road-trauma
funds. "I'm a bit gutted, I
thought he would've at least
done his licence for a little
while I'm still going to rehab
and getting operations," Mr
Hosemans said yesterday.
"But I'll make sure I get over
that pretty quickly, I've got
better things to do than worry
about him." Mr Hosemans
was thrown onto the
windshield and over the roof
as Vaccari lost control of his
Ferrari travelling 80km/h into a
90-degree left-hand bend at
an area known as Big Hill.
Vaccari crossed onto the
wrong side of the road and
into the motorcyclists
travelling in the opposite
direction. Mr Hosemans'
vertebrae, sternum and right
femur were fractured and he
suffered a collapsed lung and
ruptured bowel.
He was rushed to The Alfred
hospital where he was put into
an induced coma while
doctors tried to flush out the
toxins flowing through his
bloodstream from his ruptured
bowel. "My kids came in, saw
me hooked up to all the
machines and were told there
was no certainty I going to
make it," he said. "My oldest
girl walked into the room and
fainted when she saw me.",
Continued page 9
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The Show and Shine just inside the MEC main entry was like a shiny, chrome
encrusted, and colourful pointer to Door One.
And behind Door One, there was something magic, something almost Harry
Potteresque about it all, if I can put it that way. Just inside, three scooters were
suspended above head height, as though floating on air. It seemed that they were
held aloft only by the gleam of chrome and smell of leather that permeated the
exhibition centre. At the moment of crossing the threshold they certainly caught the
eye.
Behind the three floating scooters was a shed filled with motorcycles, accompanying
paraphernalia, and people.
Lust is the word and emotion that comes to mind at this point. My approach was “If I
could have the motorcycle of my choice I would buy …”, and over the next few hours
thinking about this, and, I confess, figuratively drooling at the possibilities. I assure
you I was not alone. There were many murmured conversations, people grouped
around motorcycles quietly talking. The reverence and respect was tangible.
Anyway, at this point the newsletter editor is probably gnashing his teeth wondering
when I will get to the point, which is what I am supposed to be writing about – the
MRAV at the AME.
Yes, of course, the MRAV was there. Our stand was in a prime corner position, at
an intersection of a marketplace style set-up. At regular intervals people headed
enmasse through the marketplace to watch in awe the young men performing
amazing aerial ballet on motorcycles in the Yamaha Action Arena, at the west end of
the shed. Being in the vicinity of the cafe’s coffee and food was helpful, with many
people happy to stop and talk at our stand as they refuelled on caffeine and grazed
on chips.
Our esteemed President, Kerry Walton provided the MRAV stand with an eyecatching backdrop - Santa Claus’ tuk tuk which is a traditional sight at the annual
MRAV toy run. The timing of the AME was ideal to promote the (then) upcoming toy
run. Draped with lights, with a flick of a switch, we would light up the tuk tuk like a
Christmas tree. It certainly out-blinged and out-dazzled the Victoria Police
motorcycle at the stand opposite.
The tuk tuk was a magnet for tomorrow’s motorcyclists … today’s children with
parents in tow wanting to get close to and touch what they seemed to instinctively
know to be an appropriate vehicle for Santa. Many passers-by told us of their plans
to participate in their local (regional) toy run, or a feeder run.
Finally, acknowledgment and thanks are extended to those who manned the MRAV
stand during the AME: Kerry Walton, Alois (Alan) Zimmer, Bob and Judy Charlton,
Grant Delahoy, Wendy Taylor and Mick Doedee. I would like to acknowledge in
particular Kerry W and Mick D who worked tirelessly on behalf of the MRAV to make
sure that the stand looked great, and operated smoothly.

Wendy Taylor.

The MRA(Vic) at Community Safety Day 2010

Advertising.
Why not consider
advertising your business
on the MRAVic Website or
in this Newsletter?
Rates per edition are:
Full page

$300

Half page

$150

Quarter page

$90

Side bar

$60

Business card size $40
Reviews (business or
product profile).
Full page

$200

Half page

$100

MRAVic Website banner
advertisement.

Community Safety Day at the Melbourne Docklands is traditionally an event to
showcase the emergency services. This year, the organisers broadened the
invitation to others with an investment in community safety. The MRAV is a
stakeholder in road safety, and the MRAV Board readily supported our
participation.
CSD this year was tucked away at the corner of Collins Street and Harbour
Esplanade, due to tram relocation works to the west. The crowd seemed a bit
lighter this year. Regardless, we were kept busy. The weather was fantastic.
We had draw-cards in the shape of Kerry’s trike, and Jim, Mick, Sandra and Tom’s
motorcycles. Many adults stopped in awe, happy to drool, to reminisce, to dream,
and to plan. Younger kids came too, eyes wide at so much shining chrome,
gleaming paintwork, and a couple of bikes obviously recently well-ridden on less
than pristine back roads. By day’s end, the chrome and paintwork was not so
shining nor gleaming, having been caressed by the many fingers of people happy
to see motorcycles at this event.
Passers-by asking about riding, bikes, safety, training, protective clothing,
maneuverability, and stability, and the MRAV, were well served. The MRAV
members there on the day were happy to share in our passion for riding and road
safety.
Thank you to: Kerry, Mick, Jim, Kim, Sandra and Tom, who all pitched in to set up
and pack up, hand out show bags, brochures, badges, and to talk about
motorcycles, riding and road safety.

12 months

$30

Notice:
Thank you to Barry
Marks for being
secretary through 2010
and the outstanding work
he has done with the
Newsletter.
The board regrets the
announcement of his
resignation from this
position.
Yvonne Barker will
temporally step into this
position until the AGM.
With Sadness we also
report the passing away
of Penny Hollyoak. Her
funeral was on 10th
December 2010. Our
condolences to her
family and friends.

Wendy Taylor
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Contact the MRAVic

PO Box 12905 A’Beckett Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Phone 0401 214467
ABN 28 703 101 330
Patron:
Professor Marcus
Wigan, FACS, FInstP, FICE, FIEAust,
FAITPM, FCILT.
MRAVic Board members 2010:
President:
Kerry Walton
0417766555 president@mravic.org.au
Vice President:
Grant Delahoy
Secretary Elect:
Yvonne Barker
Treasurer:
Kim Davies
Membership Secretary:
Mick Doedee
membershipsecretary@mravic.org.au
Ordinary Board Members:
Wendy Taylor
Tony Ellis
Resource Committee:
Public Officer: Grace Placencio
4B’s
Coordinator: Alan (Alois) Zimmer
Merchandise
Officer:
Kim Davies
Road Safety Reference
Group Rep: Wendy Taylor
Blood Challenge
Coordinator: Mick Doedee
Constitutional
Advisor:
Detlef Lamp
Roadside Furniture
Expert:
Dale Maggs
Club Liaison: Sandra Ramsay
Newsletter
Editor:
Grant Delahoy with
appreciation to Barry Marks
mraa@mravic.org.au
VMAC Representative, Road Safety
& Research Officer and
AMC delegate:Tony Ellis
Toyrun:
Kerry Walton
Eureka Run: Paul Murphy (AWOL)
GP Run:
Mick Doedee
General Email: mraa@mravic.org.au
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Where to now for the MRA(Vic)?
A characteristic of a successful business is to continuously evaluate its
performance. For the last three years many conversations held at board
level have been around how the MRA(Vic) is performing with relevance to
the goals for which it was originally created.
* ROAD SAFETY
* FAIR & SENSIBLE LAWS
* A BETTER IMAGE FOR MOTORCYCLISTS
The executive is proud to report that through several changes including a
new face as President and reduced membership fees, the membership
decline over the last twelve years was arrested and we have had a period
marked by increased membership and exposure. However upon
reflection we ask ourselves if what has been achieved is enough to make
a difference to the core reasons for the MRA(Vic) to exist and can it be
extrapolated to find that mark of success held in previous decades? After
all, our task is not to maintain a status quo as there are still many areas
of road rules and continuously evolving attitudes of authorities that do not
consider the motorcyclist’s perspective.
So what has been achieved in the last year?
2010 began with a shocking increase in motorcyclist fatalities. Riders
were still smarting from the outrageously anti-motorcycle campaign run
by the Government in late 2009 yet the tragedy of the rising toll played a
noisy background to any efforts to bring perspective to the sentiments
being made in the media. MRA(Vic) board members arranged multiple
meetings with government authorities and bridged a gap in
communication. We can report that a working relationship is in place with
senior members of the Transport Accident Commission and Victoria
Police.

The tension over the rising toll reached a boiling point when a campaign
by a certain radio shock jock to vilify and demonise all motorcycle riders
was supported by the then Deputy Commissioner for Traffic for Victoria
Police. The board was inundated with riders and members looking to the
MRA(Vic) to be representative of their outrage at being labelled a “hoon”
(and the dangerous legislation hanging over those labeled as such) just
because they choose to ride a motorcycle. At very short notice an
“Awareness” rally took place in the city (accompanied by some
embarrassing hiccups) which resulted in more notice of the MRA(Vic)
being taken by government departments. However with only 150
participants out of 300,000 license holders in Victoria it could be taken as
an example of the lack of support we appear to have.

By the end of 2010, 48 Victorian riders and pillions had been killed. Although this is close
to the average for the last ten years, it was a 29% increase over 2009 - a fact stated
many times by the authorities and one now being used to beat us over the head with
more restrictions. The subtle point not made to the community is that between 2002 to
2010, the number of motorcycle licenses increased 36% and registrations 58% making it
self evident that we are actually doing better than ever. 2009 was the second best year
since 1987. Other than sending out media releases and trying to get a word in on radio
and TV, it’s difficult to compete with the million dollar budgets of our tax money the
authorities use to spin their side of the story. The sort of leverage to get articles, opinions
and “catchy slogans” in the media that advertising money can buy is amazing, but not
hard to see clearly for what it is.
“Separation” issues, bus lanes use, legalised filtering and advance stop zones are still no
further along the path of realisation. Wire Rope Barriers are more prolific now than ever
before. We still have the unfair “Safety” levy indexed to rise each year and more road
space is being handed to the extremely well run and funded bicycle lobby group, often at
the expense and safety of motorcyclists. Review of exhaust noise levels is a pipe dream
and now stricter enforcement of ridiculous ADRs (like rear fenders) is putting more and
more bikes off the roads and money into the government coffers. A plethora of “safety
initiatives” such as enforcing ABS and airbags on new bikes and mandating protective
clothing is also being drawn up. Our single redeeming win with footpath parking is seeing
more and more attempts to have it withdrawn.
Stepping up
Any article on what the MRA(Vic) has been doing cannot be complete without
mentioning the work done to promote a better image for motorcyclists. Members of the
board have been flat out with helping various charity events such as Ride for the Hills,
Eureka Run, Docklands Community Safety Day, Fatality Free Friday and many more.
We’ve also participated in the Myer Christmas Parade, the Cranbourne Oz GP Run and
the list goes on. And don’t forget the enormous effort put in for our own Toyrun. The
tireless efforts of a small crew of supporters and members of the board are often
overlooked as an assumption is often made that with a membership base of six hundred
or so paid members we should have an army of volunteers to help out for each event.
The truth is that it’s the same group of seven to ten people doing all the work on the
events and less than eight doing the work involved in the lobbying effort. These
volunteers and those that assist at events have our proudest, warmest and most sincere
thanks but again the question must be asked, is the effort put in towards achieving the
aims we set out for working, or are we flogging a dead horse over and over again? A
legion of burnt out ex-volunteers would probably lean towards the latter.
The lobby effort
The silent and often misunderstood aspect of the lobbying effort is the tedious and
thankless task of sitting on the various Road Safety Committees, Councils and related
stakeholder groups. This also involves an incredible amount of reading, research and
writing submissions which usually falls to only three or four members of the board and it
must be stressed that the work these people do is exceptional considering the lack of
resources. Notwithstanding their efforts, this alone cannot be the only mechanism to
promote the motorcyclist’s perspective to those that make decisions for our entire
community. Funding, sponsorship of media campaigns and awareness advertising must
also be part of the tool chest and this is seriously lacking in our current organisation. The
final area we’ll call “civic action” to grab the attention of the community is yet another
aspect that has a place but is again something that a lack of active support makes almost
impossible. So the question on our minds is whether the MRA(Vic) is the best vehicle to
represent riders moving forward or is there a better way? How do we compare to other
“like purpose” organisations and how is the landscape of the future looking? Never to let
a conceited view cloud our introspective, there is a strong consensus that the MRA(Vic)
has had its day in its present form and to move forward we have to recognise the need to
change.

His wife and two teenage
daughters have suffered
through the most, according
to Mr Hosemans.
"My wife was in at ICU every
day I was in there and every
day at rehab since," he said.
"They've been supportive but
they've had enough of it all."
His only contact with the man
who changed his life forever
has been a letter.
"It just said he hopes I'll get
back to riding ... I'm not back
to work yet," he said.
"He never admitted fault,
never said sorry. I actually
felt a bit disappointed for him,
just not being able to own up
to the fact you've been a
fool."
http://www.heraldsun.com.au
/news/breaking-news/ferrarismash-changed-victimslife/story-e6frf7jx1225955668656

http://www.wombattours
.com/contact_us.php
MRAVic members will
receive a 5% discount on all
Wombat Tours Motorcycle
holidays in Thailand by
declaring they are MRAVic
members. A range of
motorcycling tours are
available.
All bike tour excursions
include bike hire, petrol,
lunch and back- up vehicle
and guides.
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MRAVic Media Release :
MRA(Vic) DEMANDS AN
END TO THE BRUMBY
GOVERNMENT’S
CAMPAIGN OF MINDLESS
MOTORCYCLE HATRED
The Motorcycle Riders
Associaton of Victoria is
demanding the Brumby
government cease vilifying
Victoria’s motorcyclists with
its endless campaigns of lies
and half-truths.
MRA(Vic) Vice-President
Grant Delahoy said: “We are
tired of the government’s
shameful nonsense
regarding motorcycle riders.
Vacuous support for
pronouncements stating all
riders being “hoons” are
hugely counterproductive to
any serious road safety
strategy, as is the constant
feeding to the media of
dubious statistical
summaries in an effort to
lend credibility to the
government’s failed
motorcycle policies.”
So far this year, 45
motorcyclists have been
killed on Victoria's roads.
That's 45 riders too many,
but as the Government is
claiming this figure
represents a significant
increase above the norm, it's
time for some perspective.
From 1987 to date, the
average number of annual
motorcycle fatalities in
Victoria has been 48.78.
Some years have seen fewer
rider deaths (eg 37 in 2004)
and other years have seen
more (as many as 67 deaths
in 1987). While there have
been more rider deaths in
Victoria so far in 2010 than
there were by the same time
last year, normal statistical
variations can be misleading.
You must look at both the
annual rider death rate over
time and the number of
motorcyclists on the road
over the same period.
Continued page 11
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The crunch
Numbers. The single item any government looks at with lobby groups is the numbers.
If they cannot affect a difference in the voting choice of the community, then that
group doesn’t matter. In the late seventies when the MRA was founded there was not
the plethora of social riding clubs there are today. The MRA ranks rapidly swelled and
expanded into other states but since the nineties the membership has dwindled as
other alternatives became more attractive and the MRA imploded in scandal. Today
the single membership structure works against a broad representation and the sort of
numbers required to be taken seriously.
Representation. Our membership is made up of predominantly on-road riders. The
focus on road related issues precludes off road and sport riders which are actually the
majority of license holders! Organisations for trail bikes, scooters and motor sport
enthusiasts have memberships far above the MRA(Vic) already yet there is not a
cohesive body in effect to maximise the potential by joining these groups in a united
lobby effort in Victoria. You may have read in our August 2010 report the attempt at
involving the clubs but we found that clubs were reluctant to associate with the
MRA(Vic).
Nationalisation of road rules. The Federal and State governments are following a
paradigm of standardising the rules across the nation. Within a few years all road
rules will be nationally based. State only based lobbying will become ineffective.
Inward focus. We cannot disassociate the negativity, baggage and inward focus
involving unsavoury incidents with certain members of past executives. There was
even an unsuccessful push to create a new organisation in 2003 for the very same
reasons. The respect of many years of good work by the MRA has been irrevocably
undermined by this contemptible behaviour evident over the last decade. How has this
benefited the cause for rider rights for Victorian riders?
Sponsorship. Over the last year we have tried to garner support from the industry and
other motorcycle stakeholders and have found we cannot attract any support because
of the history of inward focus described above. Modern lobbying is expensive. The
days of chook raffles are mere chicken feed compared to the millions of dollars
required to be effective in raising awareness in the community to drive political will to
change anything.
The Proposal
Simply re-badging the MRA(Vic) is a problem more than a solution. The situation is
the proverbial “chicken and egg” problem; the MRA(Vic) needs to formally step aside
before a new organisation can be built around industry and rider support. Otherwise
confusion on what is happening and distrust will spoil the effort. It would be remiss to
say our intention is to cease having a representative lobby group and for the members
to simply agree to this. The intent is to facilitate the arena for a new group to be
formed backed by the motorcycle industry and community that does not hold any
formal ties to the MRA(Vic) and there are many players willing to participate. How this
new organisation is structured could be modelled like a council of clubs such as the
MCC of NSW which has many advantages and a burgeoning membership of 50,000
members, but at this early stage the first step is to restructure the lobbying effort to the
Victorian Motorcycle Council with a clean slate. Who knows, perhaps we will end up
with a registered political party to vote for at the next election!
It will be an exciting and rejuvenating time for riders in Victoria with opportunity for all
to become involved. The new organisation is a branch of a national collective and
many discussions have already taken place at this level. Currently the futures
committee of the AMC is working on its future and this could also include restructuring
that body to incorporate the changes proposed in other states and Victoria.

The motion for a special resolution to be put to the members at the 2011 AGM
on March 18th.
The MRA(Vic) is to be formally wound up and all assets including
intellectual property be packaged and transferred to the Victorian
Motorcycle Council to carry on protecting and promoting rider’s rights.
We behove all MRA(Vic) members to encourage riders to support the Victorian
Motorcycle Council (VMC) and spread the word in the motorcycle community. The VMC
holds positions at the VMAC and is associated with the Australian Motorcycle Council.
The current Road Safety and VMAC positions held by current members as
representative of the MRA(Vic) will remain until the VMC appoints their representatives.
The motion passed at the MRA(Vic) QGM3 last year was for the board to work towards
having a final membership vote on this at the 2011 AGM. Therefore the membership
Renewal date will be shifted to the 2011 AGM so that memberships will be valid to the
last moment to hold the vote. If the vote on this motion is carried then the board
members will begin the process with the Bayston Group law firm already engaged. If
the vote is against then it will be necessary to find someone else to carry it on as the
majority of the current board are not renominating.

Make no mistake, the MRA(Vic) is at a crossroads. The executive has
recognised the impasse we have now reached and the daunting task that would
be required to try and lift the MRA(Vic) as it is to be an effective lobby group.
But this time a way forward to improve the representation for riders is actually
on the cards and we hope the opportunity is not missed.
Concerns
But I just paid for a membership?
The current 2010 financial memberships expire at the 2011 AGM. Any member
that has paid for a further membership through 2011 has the right to a refund if
the vote is carried. It will be up to each individual member to decide whether to
let those funds be included in the assets handed to the VMC or contact the
membership secretary to arrange a refund upon presentation of their receipt.
What about the MRA Cranbourne GP run?
For many years the City of Casey has funded and run the MRA Cranbourne GP
Run with the MRA(Vic) providing marshals for the event. We propose to
formally hand this over to the City of Casey to continue the traditional event.
What about the Toyrun?
The majority of Toy runs are organised by the Ulysses Club branches or local
clubs. The Melbourne Toyrun committee will be seeking the interest of clubs to
take on this legacy as well as taking care of the Toyrun website.
What about the 4Bs?
Alois Zimmer is still the chairman for the 4BS and he is looking at options to
merge with other funded support groups.
What about the website?
The Websites and domain names are part of the intellectual property of the
MRA(Vic) and will be transferred to the VMC. The host service will be available
to the VMC to formalize the changeover if they choose to do so. The board
acknowledges the tireless efforts of Gavin Stilgoe in maintaining this service.

The fact is there are far
more riders on our roads
than there were in 1987
yet the average number of
rider deaths over time is
not increasing.
In fact, the national figures
show a consistent and
significant downward trend
in the number of riders
killed on Australia's roads
with Victoria leading at
23% - even without taking
into account increased
rider numbers. There are
more than twice as many
riders on our roads now as
there were 10 years ago.
So the hysterical media
screeching about
“carnage” is misplaced. In
real terms, we have seen
a significant reduction in
fatalities.”
Yet the Brumby
government continues it
campaign of
misinformation, plastering
signs all over the state
falsely declaring that
“motorcyclists are 38 times
more likely to be injured
than car drivers”.
The MRAVic also calls
upon the Brumby
government to stop lying
to the electorate about
how dangerous
motorcycles are and to
adopt a more rational and
mature approach to the
most environmentally
sound method of
motorised transport on
Earth. The government’s
cheap scare campaign
and childish demands for a
Zero Road Toll are quite
rightly disregarded by all
Victorians as nothing but
cheap political
grandstanding targeted at
an easy-to-kick road-user
group – scooter and
motorcycle riders.
From 9/11/2010
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Organising the Toy run

Caldermeade
Farm & Cafe –
Contacts & location

Open daily 9am – 5pm
summer, weekends and
holidays
(10am – 4pm winter
weekdays)
4385 South Gippsland
Highway Caldermeade
3984
Telephone: 03 5997
5000
Fax: 5997 5111
Email: maxwellj@tpg.com.au
Melways Ref: Map 612 R 8

VICROADS: 96 A5

For those that decorate your bikes, give a gift and turn up to the Toy Run year after
year, thanks very much for supporting the event as with no support then the event
ceases to exist. That being said, the last 2 years behind the scenes this event has
actually come very close to ceasing to exist! For those that have yet to attend a Toy
Run, I encourage you to do so, it’s a fun event at a fun time of the year with people
winding down for Christmas plus it all goes to a good cause.
Two years ago the lack of people and resources in the MRA(Vic) meant it didn’t have a
committee ready until very late in the picture. The then president then didn’t want to get
involved with the event and if it wasn’t for Dan Rotman stepping up to the plate it would
either not have occurred or just been a turn up somewhere, drop your toys off and go
home event.
Last year 2010 presented yet another set of obstacles to be overcome. Initially Dan
Rotman was stepping up to the plate again but after some personal difficulties had to
step down from the role. Jim Little (Dan’s assistant) then stepped reluctantly up to the
plate but ended up handing it to Kerry Walton, the MRA president, Last Ride funeral
director and professional Santa extraordinaire and who stuck the event out till the end.
Like the bloke doesn’t have enough to do with being the president of this organisation
plus all the other activities this guy has a hand in… thanks Kerry we couldn’t have done
it without you.

Biker friendly and ample
parking. Stop in on your way
to the GP!

So in case you’re wondering what’s involved with organising the Toy Run, well 2010
will prove to be a watermark year, we learnt a lot and those lessons will carry on for
2011.
We had an invitation early on from the Docklands Chamber of Commerce (DCC) to
host the event at Docklands, on initial inspection the area was large enough for the
event and had many other things going for it, being plenty of car parking with Etihad
stadium just across the road, easy access to public transport, tram outside the event
area and Southern Cross station in walking distance, to top all that off we had Channel
7’s HQ right across the road and all these waterfront backdrops that would look
awesome in photos.
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So upon deciding that Docklands is a good event area what’s the next step, well an
agreement was signed with the DCC, they would appoint an event manager that will
take care of the marketing and offer lots of assistance with the organizing of the
event. From that moment on things basically went downhill. Lessons learnt from 2010
were that this is an MRA event; the marketing and the organizing thereof should stay
with the MRA as really, we are giving our name to the event and hence should take
the responsibility for it.
One of the other things gained from 2010 is we now have an event management plan
that will only need to be edited slightly and be resubmitted for this year wherever we
end up.
So how long does the Toy Run take to organize? Well theoretically, it “should” be
fairly simplistic as the date is set in stone, always the 2nd Sunday in December and
the venue was fairly solid for a few years with the park in Williamstown, alas it’s just
not that simple, although simpler than it has been due to various assembly points
rather than the one big run as has been held previously.
I lost count of the amount of meetings that Kerry and I had to attend as part of this
event. Apart from various sponsors meetings, there were police, council and the
various organizations involved with the Docklands precinct so it is unfortunately not
that easy to organize.
So where are we at in 2011 with the Toy Run? Well at this stage it depends on what
happens at the AGM as to first and foremost where we take the event, on that note,
feedback would be greatly appreciated. If you attended the 2010 Toy Run please let
us know what you thought of it, venue, entertainment, marshalling, everything as all
the feedback we can get goes towards making this event bigger and better and
personally speaking, I would like to see it restored to it’s former status as the premier
motorcycle event in Victoria.

http://xcelplus.com.au
Please direct all
inquiries to.

Xcelplus@pobox.com

In closing, I am asking for people to stick their hand up and take the organizing of this
event on or at the very least, lend a hand, last year the organizing committee was 2.5
people by and large, being Kerry and myself and quite frankly, it was an absolute
nightmare having to deal with the City of Melbourne. That being said, huge thanks go
to Stephan Cox from the CofM for all his patience and assistance with the event
management plan, Stephan was very instrumental in getting us over the line with
permits for the event being granted at approximately 5pm on the Friday before the
event. I would hate to cut it any finer…
At this stage I have personally put a bit of thought into the event but it doesn’t actually
have someone that has stepped up to the plate as the chief organizer as yet, that
being said, if we get enough bodies volunteering then that load can possibly be
shared so again, if interested in getting involved, please let me know either via email
membershipsecretary@mravic.org.au or ph 0411 183 258.

Taking their HOGS for a cruise

Regards
Mick Doedee.
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The thank you list

As this may well be the
last Riders Advocate it
cannot be concluded
without showing
appreciation to the many
volunteers that have
contributed over the last
decade or so to the
motorcyclist cause. To
these people the riders of
Victoria applaud your
efforts, both the highs
and the lows, but most
importantly salute you for
standing up to be
counted in the end as
one who did your time for
us all. Thank you.
Apologies to anyone we’ve
missed.

In alphabetical order:
Alan Zimmer
Allan Riley
Alex Money
Anton Lange
Austin Webb
Barbara Maggs
Barry Marks
Bob Charlton
Brian Beardon
Dale Maggs
Dan Rotman
Dean Balding
Derek Clarkson
Detlef Lamp
Don McCarthy
Emily Garlick-Sloman
Faye Kerridge
Gary Yip
Gavin Stilgoe

Membership renewals
For those wondering what’s happening with membership renewals, there was a
motion at the last QGM to amend the current due date of Feb 20th to the AGM being
March 18th. In the meantime we’ve also suspended new memberships pending the
decision at the AGM.
Speaking of the AGM, we need as many members as possible to turn up for this
event, this year is a make or break year for the MRA(Vic).
Quite simply put, the MRA(Vic) has a board of 7 people being 5 office bearers and 2
ordinary board members. A lot of the work done by this organisation is done by
those 7 people and quite frankly, if the song remains the same for 2011 then the
MRA probably doesn’t have much of a future.
As membership secretary for the past 2 years or so I have seen a growth in
membership but that’s far from a surge, rather just a steady flow and that being a
trickle too.
The lethargy we face from the motorcycle community makes me wonder personally if
it’s all worth the trouble. We have some 600 financial members on our books and
we see/hear regularly from less than 2% of those members.
Yes I am happy to accept that when I stick my hand up for a role on the board I stick
my hand up for a workload and I’m sure the other board members accept this as well
but it’s too much for 7 people to run this organisation and be a successful lobby
group as well.
In the last 12 months the MRA has been involved with the organisation or
attendance and volunteering at the GP Run (2 board members), Ride for the Hills, (3
board members), Whittlesea Road safety day (3 board members), the Toy Run (5
board members), the Community Safety day (4 board members and 1 volunteer from
our membership).
Apart from the above events, we were invited to take a stall at the Pink Ribbon ride
run by Point Cook motorcycle club but couldn’t find someone to staff it as it clashed
with the Community Safety day. Apologies for that.
It may well sound like I’m having a whine and I guess I am, it’s fair to say I’m a bit
disappointed with the motorcycle community, we have done a fair bit to lift the profile
of the MRA(Vic) in the last 12 months with regular meetings with the TAC, Vic Police
and more, there is a foundation laid that can be built on but it takes time and effort
and quite frankly that needs more people to stick their hand up.
At the AGM there will be a lot of talk about what’s happened in the last 12 months
and where the future for the MRA(Vic) lies. If no one is prepared to stick their hand
up then it’s a very real possibility that the MRA(Vic) will cease to exist, in which case,
then there is no one out there fighting for motorcycle rights and hence you can
expect the likes of Vic Police and the TAC to do whatever they want as far as
motorcycles goes as our lethargy is our own worst enemy.
Read this and disregard it as a bloke that’s just burnt out from sticking his hand up
so often if you like but rest assured, if the MRA(Vic) goes down and that “safety levy”
suddenly becomes $500 amongst other new costs to dissuade you from riding, don’t
say you weren’t warned.

Glen Roberts
Grace Placencio

Regards

Grant Delahoy

Mick Doedee
Membership Secretary MRAV
membershipsecretary@mravic.org.au

Continued page 15
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The Victorian Auditor General's Office Reports for 2010
have been published.

Harry Listokin

MRA - We found interesting "An increase in exposure by 20 per cent is likely to lead to a
similar increase in crashes"

John Beckley

And the key point "Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission
should provide information on changes in exposure when reporting on their progress
towards the arrive alive safety targets". We've been saying this for many years.
Motorcycle and Scooter Safety Programs
Audit summary
Background
The audit examined how successful the road safety agencies—VicRoads, Victoria Police
(VicPol) and the Transport Accident Commission (the TAC)—have been in improving the
safety of riders and passengers travelling on motorcycles and scooters. We also included
the Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) in the audit because it is
responsible for state forests and parks used by motorcycle riders.
We assessed whether agencies had understood the motorcycle safety risks, prioritised
and implemented initiatives to address these risks, and evaluated the success of these
initiatives and their combined impact on implementing government policy.
The road safety agencies focused on the safety of riders using public roads including
freeways, arterial roads, municipal roads and a small proportion of the roads that DSE
manages in state forests and parks. Riding anywhere other than public roads is defined
as off road riding.
The Victorian Motorcycle Advisory Council (VMAC) includes the road safety agencies,
industry representatives and motorcycle user representatives, as well as the RACV and
the Monash University Accident Research Centre. It advises the minister responsible for
road safety about motorcycling issues and endorses proposals for the spending of
funding raised by the special safety charge levied on motorcycle and scooter riders. DSE
is not a member of VMAC.
Conclusion
The road safety agencies have had mixed success in reducing motorcycle rider and
passenger fatalities and serious injuries but, along with South Australia, have been more
effective than other states. Achieving reductions over a period of several years is very
challenging because motorcycle use has risen rapidly over the last decade and continues
to rise.
Sufficient attention, however, has not been paid to unreported and off-road crashes. This
audit’s comparison of crash and hospital injury data shows that the road safety agencies
need to understand these crashes and their implications for motorcycle safety programs.
Findings
Understanding motorcycle and scooter safety risks
VicPol, VicRoads and the TAC have built up an effective understanding of reported
motorcycle and scooter crashes on public roads and they continue to invest to improve
this understanding.
There are gaps, however, which they need to address. Of most importance is gaining a
better understanding of crashes that result in injury but which are not reported to VicPol
or captured in the TAC’s compensation claims data. The road safety agencies have
underestimated the significance of these crashes.
Continued Page 16

Heather Ellis
Jason Allen
John Karmouche
Dr. John Pigot
Kerri Ritchie
Kerry Walton
Kim Davies
Lee O’Mahoney
Lolla Stogneff
Maggie Ellis
Marcel Gomperts
Marcel Smits
Mark Ewart
Martin Taylor
Matthew Dulak
Michael Czajka
Mick Dabbs
Mick Doedee
Nick Chippett
Peregrine Horton
Perry Stephens
Phillip Cassap
Prof. Marcus Wigan
Rik van Zuylekom
Roger Burns
Rose McCarthy
Sandra Ramsay
Sarah Merril
Shane Brightman
Simon Rosenbaum
Tony Ellis
Tony Jenner
Tony Molina
Wendy Taylor
And a special mention

Damien Codognotto
“It gives me great pleasure
indeed to see the
stubbornness of an
incorrigible nonconformist
warmly acclaimed.”
Albert Einstein
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VicPol’s crash records for 2008 show that up to 2 790 injured motorcycle
riders and passengers attended a hospital. In the same year the TAC
received 2 049 claims and paid compensation for 2 028 of these cases.
These records capture less than half of the 6 955 emergency presentations
and admissions recorded by hospitals in 2008.
Where style is pure attitude

Women have their own
individuality and style,
therefore our Girl Rider
® range was specifically
designed with this in
mind, as they still want
to look like a women
when riding.
Our range is design by
women for women and
girls.
Girlrider Pty Ltd
18 Yendon Close
Caroline Springs
Victoria, 3023 Australia

http://girlrider.com.au/i
ndex.html
Phone : (+61 3) 8361 7981
Fax : (+61 3) 8361 7981
Email :

info@girlrider.com.au

Prioritising and implementing initiatives
While road safety agencies have targeted initiatives to address most of the
important safety risks for riders travelling on public roads, improving the
safety of off-road riders has lagged. This is a very significant gap that
warrants urgent attention, given off-road riding accounts for the majority of
crashes.
Victoria’s Road Safety and Transport Strategic Action Plan for Powered
Two Wheelers 2009–2013 (powered two-wheeler plan) does not adequately
explain how initiatives have been prioritised. Road safety agencies have
adequately planned the major projects under the powered two-wheeler plan
and regularly reported their assessments of progress.
Evaluating effectiveness and achieving outcomes
Road safety agencies have completed methodical and robust evaluations of
their major motorcycle safety investments.
The safety outcomes for the previous motorcycle safety plan, the Victorian
Road Motorcycle Road Safety Strategy 2002–2007, were mixed. The target
of a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities for all road users was achieved in
relation to motorcyclist fatalities. However, serious injuries increased over
the period of the previous plan.
Under Victoria’s Road Safety Strategy: arrive alive 2008–2017 (arrive alive),
the target for reducing all road fatalities and serious injuries is 30 per cent.
The contribution of motorcycle safety programs towards this target
continues to be mixed. Serious injuries fell significantly between 2008 and
2009, yet fatalities in 2010 exceeded the level experienced five years ago.
Nevertheless, since 2002, Victoria and South Australia outperformed other
states in reducing motorcycle fatalities.
As the reduction targets relate to a fall in the absolute number of fatalities
and serious injuries rather than their rate, they do not take account of the
growth in motorcycle use. This makes their achievement more challenging,
as data shows that more people are buying and using motorcycles and
scooters.
Recommendations
1. Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission should
develop a good understanding of unreported injuries so they can advise
government on the implications for motorcycle safety programs.
2. VicRoads should develop and appraise the options for improving its
understanding of exposure and apply for the resources to complete the
option that provides best value.
3. Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission should
expand the interagency committee so it is able to resolve or recommend the
actions needed to address data limitations.
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4. Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission should agree on,
and consistently apply a definition of ‘off-road’ when coding crashes for the purposes of
the road toll.
5. VicRoads should update its strategic guide and use this to clearly describe the powered
two-wheeler plan’s priorities in its proposed update for 2012.
6. Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission should consult with
the Department of Sustainability and Environment and the Victorian Motorcycle Advisory
Council to understand and address off-road motorcycling safety risks to coincide with the
proposed update of the powered two-wheeler plan for 2012.
7. Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission should expand
existing activities to inform the community on expectations about what motorcycle safety
programs are likely to achieve, using:
• the available information on the effectiveness of different initiatives
• forecasts of changes in exposure.
8. Victoria Police, VicRoads and the Transport Accident Commission should provide
information on changes in exposure when reporting on their progress towards the arrive
alive safety targets.
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Supposedly Improving Victoria's graduated licensing system for motorcyclists

Cavalry of One is the result of a
chance meeting between an 85
year old motorcyclist and an
impressionable young rider.

In the late 80's Doug Sunderland
was diagnosed with prostate
cancer and within a decade had
lost the love of his life. In his
words, he "went down and nutty
for 15 months" until his doctor said
“get on your bike and ride before
it's your turn!" 12 years, 19
countries and thousands of kms
later Doug's health was sadly

VicRoads is reviewing the current system for licensing motorcyclists. The high crash risk
of inexperienced riders has highlighted the need to update licensing for motorcyclists to
reflect the road safety needs of today’s riders.

failing, however he was resolute in

A discussion paper titled "Graduated licensing for motorcyclist" was released for public
comment. The discussion paper contains a number of questions relating to options that
the Victorian Government may consider to improve the safety of novice motorcyclists.

coast of Australia.

Motorcyclists are over-represented in road crashes. Motorcycles account for less than
four per cent of all vehicles registered in Victoria, and motorcyclists represent about seven
per cent of all Victorian license holders. However over the last five years, motorcyclists
comprised more than 14 per cent of all fatalities and serious injuries.
Improving the graduated licensing system aims to improve the safety of motorcyclists,
particularly novice riders.
A graduated licensing system is one that allows a novice rider to graduate through the
stages of a license system. This enables the novice time to gain experience and the
necessary skills, at each stage, to make them a safer rider.
As the novice gains maturity and experience, the restrictions imposed during the stages
are progressively lifted until the novice is granted a full license.

undertaking another adventure...to
ride one more time around the
Intent on helping the aging rider,
Kris Growcott created a brand that
he hoped would reflect the spirit of
the riding community. His
intention was not only to provide
much needed funds to the
octogenarian, but more
importantly to connect Doug to
riders across Australia for the
entirety of his journey .
Using his own funds, Kris
designed and produced a small
product range and website and on
27 September 2010 launched
Cavalry of One via Facebook.

A discussion paper has been prepared to encourage comment from motorcyclists and the
wider community about how the current motorcycle licensing system could be improved.

Two weeks later the octogenarian

Continued on page 18

watch his progress.

set off with over 1000 fans keen to
Continued page 18
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On 16 November 2010, Doug
returned to Melbourne and
completed his ride with an ABC

Public consultation completed
From 2 September to 29 October 2010, the public was invited to comment on the
discussion paper to improve the graduated licensing system for motorcyclists.

television crew in tow and 2700
Facebook fans keen to cheer
him across the line.
In the space of 7 weeks,
Cavalry of One sold over $7,500
worth of T-shirts, paid for almost
all of Doug's fuel and
accommodation costs, rallied
over $9,600 in product
sponsorship, gained mention in
almost every motorcycle forum
in Australia, was written up in

Comments and suggestions were received through the online feedback form and
four information forums held in Melbourne and regional centres in September.

numerous local papers and will
be the subject of a full episode
of the popular ABC series,
Australian Story in early 2011.

Information forums
VicRoads conducted four information forums in September 2010 to answer
questions about the discussion paper and to receive comments and suggestions
about how to improve the graduated licensing system for motorcyclists. These
were held in Traralgon, Benalla, Ballarat and Richmond.

Cavalry of One is testament to
the strength of the Australian
spirit, the giving nature of the
riding community, and to the
value of social media.

The final report outlining the feedback from the four public forums can be found
on the link below.
http://vicroads.vic.gov.au/NR/rdonlyres/1ACAD8B7-E753-4F55-8B206CAE4CDB94E1/0/PublicForumsFinalReport.pdf
Updates will be published regularly on the VicRoads website to keep you up to
date with the progress of the public consultation phase, and later, with
information about any proposed changes.
What happens next?
VicRoads is preparing a report for the Victorian Government so that it can
consider what changes could be made.

To become a part of Cavalry of
One, please visit the facebook
page:

http://www.facebook
.com/CavalryofOne
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Some changes may require amended or new regulations. If so, a regulatory
impact statement will be published for the public to comment on any proposed
changes to the law.

756A
BOURKESTREET
DOCKLANDS
MELBOURNE
(03)96706930
WWW.TOURSONTRIKE .COM.AU

Bike SHOW
Sunday the 6th of
March 2011 at Ronald
McDonald House
16 -22 Gatehouse
Street, Parkville VIC
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the 10th April Free – yes it’s on again and
those affected by the floods need it more than ever!

Supercheap Auto “CARMA” motorcycle community service announcement
On Friday 19 November 2010, Supercheap Auto met with the Motorcycle Council
of New South Wales, the Motorcycle Riders Association of Victoria, MATES
(Motorcycle Awareness Training Education Safety) and the Australian Motorcycle
Council to discuss the concerns raised over the recent community service
announcement about road safety and in particular lane splitting/filtering.
The meeting was extremely productive and helped Supercheap Auto to further
understand the concerns raised by the motorcycling community regarding the
CARMA community service announcement. It also provided an opportunity to learn
more about issues motorcyclists face on our roads.
The information these associations were able to provide, together with the emails
received from the community, will help Supercheap Auto shape a new message
that will centre on ways to positively raise motorcycle awareness.
To help ensure the new message is delivered correctly to the needs of
motorcyclists, we will continue to work closely with the motorcycle associations to
get feedback on the new concepts over the coming weeks.

We will be meeting
and riding from the
corner of Lakeside
drive and Ross
Gregory drive Albert
Park at 11.00am and
departing for RMDH at
11.30 sharp.
Cost is a donation of
$15.00 for the ride
and the Show
or$10.00 to enter the
bike show only.
Donations go to
Ronald McDonald
house, Challenge and
the Leukemia
Foundation, the idea
is that we hope we
can raise enough
money that we can
get some new toys
and DVD's for these
organisations so the
kids have something
to do while in hospital
or staying at RMDH.

World-leading road safety expert Russell White from DriverSafety.com.au, who
worked closely with everyone involved in the CARMA campaign from the outset,
was also at the meeting and will continue to be a key advisor on this.
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Forthcoming Events:
Check t he Calendar online at :
http://www.mravic.org.au/forum/modules/extcal/calendar-month.php

26 t h February

C y s t i c F i b r o si s A u s t r a l i a i n a u g u r a l M o t o r c y c l e C h a r i t y R i d e

4th March

Tallangatt a Rally 2011

6th March

Bike Show and Fund raiser

MRAVic
Website

11th March

Letting Loose at Loyet ea

18th March

MRA(Vic) Annual General Meeting

Make this your new
home page with the
latest Motorcycling
news, calendar and
forums to keep you
informed, in touch and
enjoying the most of
your right to ride!

19th March

Bendigo Motorcycle Expo

20th March

Sunf est 2011 Mot or Show and Car Cruise
Kyabram Vint age and Classic Mot orcycle Sh ow 2011
Mot orcycle Blessing Mass

10th April

Ride f or t he Hills 2011 - Flood Relief

23rd April

Honda Broadf ord Bike Bonanza 2011

27th May

Hist oric Wint on

www.mravic.org.au

Rider’s Advocate Issue 08 February 2011

Membership Application

I would like to become a member of the MRA for $25 and gain a voice
government and decision makers will hear
Name
Address
Phone

PO Box 12905
A’Beckett Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Phone 0401 214467
www.mravic.org.au

Postcode

Mobile
Email
DOB

Occupation

Renewal

Member no.

Payment method
Cheque

Money Order

Please make payable to “MRA Australia”
Visa

Mastercard

Card Number
Cardholder name
Expiry Date
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Signature

Bankcard

